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Editorial on the Research Topic

Exploring social networks, competitive actions and dynamic

capabilities in organizations

The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly changed workplace relations (Stewart,

2021). For instance, employee relationships have weakened, while working at home

has become the norm. Consequently, employee networks are continually changing

firms’ dynamic capabilities and competitive actions. Organizational network competitive

actions and dynamic capabilities are crucial for understanding how to effectively manage

internal and external organizational networks, especially when many employees are

working in a hybrid or offline environment. Integrating social networks, competitive

actions, and dynamic capabilities is important to address the growing crises in our

natural, social, economic, and political environments since many decisions made are

based on self and collective interests through networks and dynamic capabilities in

organizations. Furthermore, there is scant literature that examines social networks,

competitive actions and dynamic capabilities together. In order to address this important

and under explored area in the literature, the editors submitted this Research Topic.

We accepted 9 manuscripts that cover social networks and dynamic capabilities with

a strong focus on trust and collaboration, followed by competitive advantage. The

contributions to this Research Topic and to the literature point to a number of key

insights within mechanisms and structures of dynamic capabilities, social networks, and

competitive advantage/actions.

Mechanisms in dynamic capabilities

The articles from Zhang et al., Zhou and Li, Thiel, and Eshel et al. highlight the

important role of mechanisms in driving dynamic capabilities within social networks

and competitive advantage/actions (Zhou et al., 2019). Zhang et al. suggest there is an
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urgent need to examine the mechanism effect of dynamic

capabilities across a firm’s boundaries within a bottom

of the pyramid context. The authors’ empirical research

findings indicate trust and information sharing mechanisms

facilitate collaborative network problem solving, develop new

technologies, and enhance exploratory learning which enrich

competitive advantage in organizations. Overall, the authors’

research study enriches our understanding of the dynamic

capabilities’ antecedents and the black box of the embeddedness

paradox in the bottom of the pyramid market context.

The paradox shows that social embeddedness can have not

only positive, but also negative effects on economic activity.

Moreover, moderate relational embeddedness could promote

dynamic capabilities, while overembeddedness inhibits dynamic

capabilities. Zhao and Li introduce financial literacy as a

mechanism for generating social capital and competitive

advantage in rural entrepreneurship. The authors’ empirical

study findings show rural households with greater social

networks and a higher level of information communication

technology adoption tend to become entrepreneurs. Rather

than merely focus on competitive intensity in the market

(Wilden et al., 2013), Liu et al.’s research study found that

both work and social network tasks conducted within an

enterprise’s social network media have a positive impact on

work exuberance with different mechanisms that drive dynamic

sharing capabilities, and in turn, could improve an enterprise’s

competitive advantage. The empirical study findings show that

using social media for social tasks is a positive force rather

than negative force within employees’ work and engagement.

Thiel’s theoretical framework shows how employee social

network strategies emerge from group entitativity and flow in

a reciprocal manner from the organizational level to society at

large. Specifically, group entitativity is a competitive mechanism

that gives employees strategic advantage over other employees

within the organization and influences other actors within

the firm and across organizations and communities. Eshel

et al.’s research provides new insights for understanding the

mechanisms underlying the impact of COVID-19 on student

mental health. The authors’ empirical research study found

that students adapted through the COVID-19 crisis within

coping responses as a dynamic capability within the student

social networks.

Networks and organizational
structures

The articles from Santana, Igarashi and Hirashima, and

Estevez and Takacs show network and organizational structures

are the foundation of dynamic capabilities. Santana’s empirical

research findings have important implications for network

industry knowledge, membership and stratification. The author

examines competitive reactions as dynamic capabilities, rather

than network responsiveness within the content of the network

tie (Kleinbaum and Stuart, 2014). The author’s empirical

findings contribute directly to the theorization of social

exchange commitment, remedial boundary work, social capital,

and knowledge production in virtual communities of practice,

including the methodological study of remedial and discursive

boundary work in porous or semi-anonymous communities.

Overall, Santana’s research work demonstrates that while the

boundary worker’s position in the sociocentric network may

negatively influence their boundary work, the boundary work

itself may positively influence the network by retainingmembers

and strengthening their ties to the virtual community. Igarashi

and Hirashima conducted a four-wave longitudinal survey

to test whether individuals high in generalized trust actively

switch ties and form open triads in dynamic social networks.

Stochastic Actor-Oriented Models were employed to analyze

structural changes in advice and personal discussion networks

among first-year undergraduates. The authors’ research findings

showed the predicted patterns of social selection processes

are based on generalized trust when the dynamics of the

two networks were analyzed simultaneously. However, in the

advice network, individuals high in generalized trust tend to

terminate existing ties, create new ties, and show a decreasing

trend toward forming close triads when the degree of local

clustering was large. Individuals high in generalized trust

play a key role in establishing Teece et al.’s (1997) novel

knowledge assets because they will get better access to valuable

resources embedded within organizational contexts and become

popular and advantageous among coworkers owing to their

rational tie-formation and dissolution strategies to integrate and

reconstruct the value of the resources. Overall, the authors are

the first to demonstrate the applicability of the emancipation

theory of trust to the process of multiple network dynamics.

Taken together, Estevez and Takacs’s empirical research results

demonstrate that structural aspects beyond the relationship

network ties in the gossip triad matter for dynamic capabilities

such as workplace gossip. In studying various organizational and

network structures, the authors gained further insights into the

specific contexts where negative gossip is more likely to promote

sustainable cooperation within network ties. Importantly, the

authors’ findings suggest that brokers can use their structural

position to control social information in the organization.

However, brokers are also subject to negative evaluations from

their colleagues.

Another strength of the articles that form part of this special

topic on social networks, competitive actions and dynamic

capabilities is the broad international scope of the authors and

the study contexts. The authors come from 5 countries (China,

Sweden, Israel, USA and Japan) and 13 universities (Aichi

Shukutoku University, Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing

Normal University, Linköping University, Nagoya University,

Southwestern University of Finance and Economics, Tel Aviv

University, Tel-Hai College, University of California, University
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of Haifa, University of International Business and Economics,

Xidian University and Yanshan University). Each contribution

highlights the key role played by organizational networks and

dynamic capabilities that are crucial for understanding how

to effectively manage organizational competitive advantage and

performance in specific social and cultural contexts.
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